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KR SteakBar – Atlanta, Georgia
ADAC West, 349 Peachtree Hills Avenue, Suite D-2, Atlanta, GA 30305

Design Brief
Here goes the neighborhood! Peachtree Hills will soon be welcoming a rare sight – a
new restaurant. Chef Rathbun selected this quiet, neighborhood location for his latest
concept, an Italian steak bar. The menu draws inspiration from KRS, while infusing
Italian dishes as well. The open floor plan is structured to encourage a communal and
cozy atmosphere…perfect for sampling the numerous small plates and striking
conversations with neighbors. Glowing walls with walnut wood strip accents illuminate
guests who perch at a rectangular bar overlooking a comfy leather lounge and lively
alfresco dining complete with a canopy of mature magnolia trees. Bravo! Opening
Winter 2013.
Project Team:
Bill Johnson, Brian Finkel, Anita Summers, Randy Miller, Natalie Lieberman, Karen
Teske Blue
Square Footage: 4,000 sq. ft. inside; 1,000 sq. ft. exterior patio
Seating: 139 total indoor: consisting of 49 seats at the bar / lounge; 80 seats main level;
10 private dining room; 62 seats total: outside patio
Design Elements:
Inside: expo kitchen with custom metal and blown glass surround; contemporary bar
lights suspended from custom metal armature; custom back- lit iron and amber glass
panel chandeliers, central semi-private dining area features custom cherry wood table
flanked by custom leather chairs at each end; reclaimed gate sculpture at entry; honed
Michaelangelo marble at bar and custom communal table; rustic white oak flooring
throughout; hand painted murals in restrooms inspired by antique etchings.
Central Private Dining Room: Wood framing is cloaked by an artful installation of
sheers and ropes to offer semi-private to private dining. Lanterns suspend off a ladder
inspired structure in the center offering ambient lighting.
Custom Bar: honed Michelangelo marble bar top and subway tile bar face dotted with
custom iron and glass bar lamps.
Custom Wine Room: Glass walls offer a view into the wine room, a collection of 900
bottles including select Italian labels.
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Guest may experience the custom iron lattice portico which connects the kitchen to
the main dining room and bar.

Outside Dining: Offers a romantic experience as guests converge in smaller groupings
under the tree canopy with outdoor pendants suspended from the mature magnolia
trees.
For more information, please contact Sharon Severance at # 404-525-5400 ext 120 or
by email sharon@johnsonstudio.com

